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The guttanereha is cut into Bmall pieces, jnixed witli the
olivn oil and heated, with constant stirring, until a uniform
masK in produced, into which the gum, dissolved in the water,
in then stirred. The second mixture in then prepared by
Htiiring, and united with the still warm No. I mixture.
Thin polish ih entirely frc^e from acid, and therefore will
nnvor rot Uui heather. rPlio proHonee of guttapercha renders
the leather almost waterproof after repeated treatment with
this blacking.
/V^vt/ Leal her tffaininy I*rty)amt.-ion.—¥ov Home leather
gocnln it ifi important to have a dull black colour that is not
affected by water or other solvents, but remains permanent,
a property doBire.d more particularly in the case of belts and
straps. Ordinary kinds of blacking, however, do not fulfil
this requirement.
It is desirable not only to produce a permanent black stain
on Huch htathor goods, but also to treat; boots and shoes in the
nanto way, ho an to lesson the consumption of blacking neces-
sary to produce a shine, and also to keep the colour permanent,
even though the gloss bo spoiled, on prolonged exposure to wet.
A black stain may be produced on leather by boiling—
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together for two hours, filtering the solution, and applying
throe or four coatings to the leather with a sponge or, brush.
Bt'.fore this application, which stains the leather reddish-
brown, in dry, it is followed by one of a 1 percent. Holution of
potasrtiuiu eliminate, which changes the colour to a hand-
Home blue-black. When the leather is dry, tallow or fish oil is
well rubbed in, and blacking may then be used in the ordinary
wanner.
Ijignitfi   lilacMwj.- Powdered   lignite,   sieved  through
bolting  cloth, i«  treated with strong caustic soda  lye and

